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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
A. 1338 HOURS UNIDENTIFIED WOMAN ASKS SERGEY SEMONYONICH KUKHARENKO IF "THEY" PHONED HIM AT HOME. KUKH REPLIES THAT "THEY" WANTED TO TALK TO THE AMBASSADOR. "THEY" WERE TOLD THAT NO ONE IS HERE NOW BECAUSE IT IS LUNCHTIME. FEMALE IMPLIES TO KUKH THAT SOVAMB SAYS NOT MAKE ANY STATEMENT.

B. 1445 HOURS. YUGOSLAV AMB GUSTAV VLADOV ASKS FOR SOVAMB BAZAROV. V TOLD THAT B AT DINNER. V SAYS WISHES SPEAK TO HIM REGARDLESS. B ANSWERS. V ASKS IF HE GOT ANY ADDITIONAL NEWS. B SAYS NO. V ASKS AND WHAT NATIONALITY, NOTHING IS KNOWN. B SAYS NO. V SAYS BECAUSE (MUFFLED WORD) HERE, THAT THE NATIONALITY IS LATIN AMERICAN. DO YOU UNDERSTAND? B SAYS YES, IT IS IMPORTANT. IT IS VERY IMPORTANT. V SAYS THEN YOU KNOW NOTHING MORE? B SAYS NOTHING EXCEPT WHAT WAS BROADCAST ON RADIO.